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Masquers Will Present 
“Death Takes a Holiday” 
As Major Play Tonight\
Proceeds From Presentation Will Go to Alnmni Association to Help i 
Defray Expenses Incurred in Staging Reunion 
During Commencement Week
MUSE <Fr. muser, perhaps l i t  to sniff about)—to cogitate, rumin­
ate, meditate, dream/' We've decided 
lor once to live up to our title and 
"cogitate, ruminate, meditate, dream” 
while our fingers copy on a  typewriter 
the editorials of other people who also 
have to "sniff about” things.
FROM the Oregon Kmerald: "Why Is It that at Oregon the same old 
Issues' In student activities and gov­
ernment are hashed over year after 
year without any definite settlement? 
Is not the core of these problems to 
be found In the fact that campus lead­
ers have no way of ascertaining the 
real drift of student opinion in regard 
to them? What we need is some sort 
of an all-campus forum which would 
enable the students at large to tell 
their leaders what they want Instead 
of being told by contending factions 
what they ought to want. Then we 
could tell if our leaders know whereof 
they speak when they prate about j 
'student opinion’." They’re not the 
only ones.
MLYLE SPENCER, president of •  the University of Washington, 
after Sherwood Eddy spoke there 
criticizing American capitalism and 
praising some certain feature of the 
communistic system, delivered the 
following ultimatum: "No speaker
will be allowed to speak on the cam­
pus at an open assembly If he intends 
(o attack the state or national gov­
ernment. specific individuals, or the 
university itself.” To which the Wash­
ington Dally replies: "Arc we as
memben: of the student body in need 
of more ‘spoon-fed’ education than Is 
our present lot? Are we incapable of 
separating wheat from chaff after 
listening to a so-called * Red speech’? 
If the tensile strength of our moral 
fibre is no greater than the adminis­
tration has indicated It to be, then the 
need for this university as an institu­
tion of 'so-called higher learning’ has 
passed."
"Death Takes a Holiday," a three-act melodrama adapted from the 
Italian of Alberta Casella by Walter Ferris, will be the major produc­
tion of the Montana Masquers for this quarter and is being presented 
at the Fox-Wilma theater tonight at 7 and 9 o’clock. This play, which
■ ........... ' ...................... — ' -----♦ is  the first Masquer vehicle to be pro-
"•~"r:,:r~r r ” Iduced at the Fox-Wilma theater, is
Second Issue of CoDegiana 
Is Double Size of Original
Collegiana, the new student 
publication, appeared on Thurs­
day for the second time in its 
career, twice the size of the orig­
inal issue. It featured an article 
on Manchuria by Dr. C. A. 
Schenck of Darmstadt, Germany. 
Other features of the issue were 
three poems by Richard Lake, 
Judith Gap; “Campus Blonde,” a 
short story by E. G. Covington, 
Park City; "Evening In,” a sketch 
by Martha Kimball, Missoula, and 
"Time Rhythm,” a sketch by Vir­
ginia Eldredge, Victor. Two ar­
ticles on "Campus Spirit” gave 
opposing opinions on the subject, 
and "Mattress Mutterings,” the 
humor column, contained some 
exaggerated short story types, and 
some suggestions for evening 
games, illustrated by Tony D’Or- 
azi, Missoula.
LESLIE PACE RETURNS
Leslie Pace, after spending the past 
month In Hollywood, Calif., returned 
to Missoula the early part of the week. 
He will again enroll in the State Uni­
versity at the beginning of the spring
quarte
Judges Give Draw 
In Practice Debate
Art or Lit- 
-or Life—isB GENUINE article oruture, or Scien 
worth any number of substitutes, no 
matter how near the original. A man 
who is definitely a Philistine, or an 
Intellectual, or an Ignoramoua, has 
either our sympathy or admiration; 
but the Hypocrite who pretends to be 
any of the three, can be only despised. 
In the same way the man who has 
hi* own opinions, no matter how het­
erodox or impracticable, is preferable 
JO the most orthodox quoter of the 
ideas of the greatest authorities in 
the world. Let us, then, question J 
everything; doubt all who give us the! 
benefit of their experience, until we 
have decided for ourselves what things 
are pure, what things are holy—to us. 
'Ve will all make mistakes; wo will 
all he following our own theories; but 
we will no longer accept the old plat­
itudes and lies which every generation 
hands on to a gullible Youth.”—Mc­
Gill Dally.
A O O T B D  from the Syracuse Dally) 
Orange Is this in the College of 
the Pacific Weekly: "The origin and 
fate of the host of repressed ex­
perience* which compose the inferi­
ority complex is decided in many 
***«*. experiments reveal, when the 
individual is of college age and is 
attempting to make his first real ad-! 
tafttntent*. Phychologists offer us two 
suggeatioos for ridding ourselves of 
G»* bogy of inferiority. The first hin t.! 
find a friend. Is at once practical and l 
beneficial. | u sharing our ideas, 
thoughts, worries, and beliefs, we 
•non fuallx# that our lot is not so un- 
vounmon. Secondly, we are advised to 
thrust ourselves Into some activity, 
go at that job with all the energy 
•t our command w ith  a central tn- 
****** to occupy our mind, we cun see 
rehrtlve values much more easily.
iwutdWs are not profound and 
abstract Rather they are intended to 
bs simple, workable p lu s  for i ho*. 
•*0 f**l ImmcWaL"
Vole of Audience Decides Contest{ 
Between Student Teams
Voting 24 to 24, the audience decided 
the practice debate held in Main hall 
between the International club and the 
regular Varsity debate team Monday 
evening at 8:30 o’clock to be a tie.
The affirmative of the questfon: Re­
solved. that congress should enact 
legislation to provide for centralized 
control of industry, was upheld by 
the International club as represented 
I by George Norris, Anaconda, and Carl 
Pitt, Helena. Grant Kelleher, Butte, 
and Edward Alexander. Whitehall, 
argued the negative.
After the voting, a meeting of fresh­
men was held by Rev. Jesse Bunch, 
freshman debate coach, to decide upon 
final tryouts to be held at 2 o’clock 
Saturday afternoon.
Those signing up for the tryouts 
Saturday are: Frank - Lanzendorfer, 
Billings; Kenneth Rhude, Circle; 
Richard Farnsworth, Robert Clark, 
Missoula; Aubrey Benton, Butte; Felix 
Hardlsou, Wallace, Idaho.
being given for the benefit of the 
Alumni association and all profits will 
be used to help defray the expenses 
of the commencement reunion next 
| June. The Masquers and Alumni as­
sociation have worked together on the 
ticket sale campaign and production 
of the play. One of the alumni, Delos 
Thorson of Missoula, is cast in the 
leading role.
All Dying Stops
This play, which was chosen as one 
| of the ten best plays of the 1929-30 
|8ea8on, has a powerful plot and pre­
sents the author’s conception as to 
I what would happen if "Death” took 
a holiday and all dying stopped. The 
plot revolves around the figure of 
Prince Sirka or "Death” when he 
conies to earth as a mortal. Prince 
Sirka has only three days Into which 
to crowd the motley experiences that 
color the average individual’s life.
William Angus, director of dra- 
I matics, said in speaking of the cast, 
"This play has the best cast available 
in the community. Six different 
people were tried in each of two parts 
before a final selection was thoroughly 
satisfactory. The public are assured 
I that the Montana Masquers will be 
seen at their best in this great and 
unusual play. We have extended our­
selves in setting and acting on the 
play as a whole so as to assure its 
success at a downtown theater.”
Cast
The cast of "Death Takes a Holiday” 
is: Maid, Marion Hanford, Fort Ben­
ton; Fedelc, Philip Miller, Missoula; 
Duke Lambert, Gene Manis, Hamilton; 
Alda, Helen Fleming, Missoula; Duch­
ess Stephanie, Sylvia Sweetman, Bill­
ings; Princess of San Luca, Ossia 
Taylor, Missoula; Baron Cesarea, W. 
A. Brown, Helena; Rhoda Fenton, 
Ruth Wallace, Missoula; Eric Fenton, 
Hadcliffe Maxey, Missoula; Corrado, 
William Angus, Missoula; Grazia, 
Jeanette McGrade, Butte; Prince 
Sirka, Delos Thorson, Missoula; Major 
Whitehead, Arthur Roberts, Bozeman.
DR. CLARK COMPLETES
OLD GREEK TRANSLATION
I)r. W. P. Clark, professor of for­
eign languages, has just completed 
the translation of an ancient Greek 
Itr&degy entitled "The Hyppolytus of 
Euripides." This is one of the best 
of the Greek tragedies which has come 
down to us and Dr. Clark has endeav­
ored to translate it into modern Eng­
lish prose as nearly as possible as the 
majority of translations of ancient 
literature tend to be in archaic and 
stiff English.
Ruth Bryson, ’25, is in Las Vegas, 
N. M.. teaching commercial subjects ir 
the high school.
School o f Forestry Tractor Show 
Is Scheduled to Open February 29
Instructors From the Caterpillar Factory Will Lecture on Tractors 
And Auxiliary Equipment
More than two hundred letters, announcing the fourth annual tractor 
school which is to be held February 29 and March I , under the aus­
pices of the School of Forestry at the State University, were mailed 
yesterday. Instructors from the Caterpillar factory at Peoria, ill., will 
bo preseu( aud local tractor m en^ 
will demonstrate and lecture on i ra c -r
Alumni Present 
Tentative Plans 
For June Reunion
Interfraternity Members Are Urged 
To Arrange Programs 
Eliminating Conflicts
Problems concerning both the school 
and the fraternity were discussed at 
the regular meeting of Interfraternity 
council held Wednesday evening at the 
Phi Delta Theta house.
Jamesbert Garlington and Morris 
McCollum, both local alumni, attended 
the meeting in behalf of the State 
University alumni reunion to be held 
this June. The program, as planned 
at the present time, was outlined and 
it was urged that the individual fra­
ternities co-operate and arrange their 
programs so as not to conflict with 
that of the school, and at the same 
time arrange a program so that there 
would be no empty space when there 
was open time on the State Univer­
sity’s schedule during the reunion.
The council was asked to support 
the Masquer's production, "Death 
Takes a Holiday,” as the revenue from 
this play will be used in financing 
the reunion.
The council was unanimous in pass­
ing a resolution to make Varsity Vod- 
vil a no-date affair. It was further 
agreed to support the show in every 
possible way.
Burly Miller, dean of men, was a 
guest of the group and spoke briefly 
on fraternity problems. Harold Dean, 
Plains, and Owen Loftsgaarden, Big 
Timber, were appointed as a commit­
tee to investigate the present rushing 
system and to propose the changes 
deemed necessary. A discussion was 
also held on the present system' of 
tabulating fraternity averages but no 
decision will be reached until later.
The council will hold its next reg­
ular meeting Wednesday, March 2 at 
the Kappa Sigma house.
Open Rate Is Given 
To Interscholastic
Every Railroad In State Will Have 
One-Way Fare for Track Meet
FIRST CONVOCATION 
OF YEAR WILL OPEN 
LOCAL CELEBRATIONWord was received yesterday by Dr.
J. P. Rowe, chairman of the Inter­
scholastic committee, from the West- | President C. H. Clapp Will Preside at Assembly to Be Held Monday
Commemorating the Two Hundredth Anniversary of 
The Birth of George Washington
ern Passenger association that 
open rate, one-way fare for the round 
trip, has been granted by all railroads 
in Montana to be in effect during the 
Interscholastic meet May 11, 12 and Presentation of a one-act play* singing of patriotic songs by the 
Dr. Rowe had previously received Men’s Glee club and a short talk by President C. H. Clapp will feature 
word from the general offices of the the first all-school convocation to be held this year at 11 o’clock. 
Northern Pacific and Milwaukee rail- Monday morning in Main ha|| audjtorium. This convocation, the first 
roads that they had granted these ,
rates.
Tickets will be sold from any point 
In Montana to Missoula from May 9 
to 13, inclusive, with May 17 as the 
final date of return. All high schools 
will be advised to endeavor to send 
their contestants by rail instead of by 
auto, due to the fact that the railroads 
have been generous in granting such 
rates.
"These are the best rates we have 
ever received from the railroads,” Dr. 
Rowe said, “and we are indeed grate­
ful to them. The amount saved in 
railroad fare will be equal to our 
deficit of previous years, so we hope 
to be able to at least break even this 
year.”
A few schools have written to Dr. 
Rowe asking for old bulletins and 
signifying their intention of compet­
ing again this year. The 1932 bulletins 
are now being prepared for the press 
and will be mailed March 15.
Three Men Will Be Chosen 
For Freshman Debate Team
Final tryouts for the freshman 
debate team will take place on 
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock in 
Room 206 of the Students’ Store. 
Since this is the last chance for 
freshmen to try out for debate, all 
interested should report to Rev. 
Jesse Bunch, freshman debate 
coach, at this time. The question 
which will be used in tryouts is 
the same as that used by the Var­
sity team. Resolved, that Congress 
should enact legislation for the 
centralized control of industries. 
The team which is to be selected 
will debate against Intermountain 
Union .college and the freshman 
team of the Montana State college 
at Bozeman. The latter will be a 
joint debate. Three men are to be 
chosen Saturday by Mr. Bunch.
Ramskill Has Story 
In Forestry Paper
Article Explains Proposed Forestry 
('nrrleDlnm for Next Fall
The Forestry club news letter is 
scheduled for release the first of next 
week and will contain the primary 
Items of interest during the winter 
quarter in the School of Forestry.
An article known as "The Mission 
of Missoula,” by Dr. C. A. Schenck, is 
one of the features of this issue. It is 
based on Dr. Schenck’s observation of 
education as an instructor at the State 
University. He compares it with other 
schools w'ith which lie has had contact, 
principally German and English in­
stitutions.
News of the seventeenth annual For­
esters’ ball and an article by Prof. 
J. H. Ramskill on the proposed 
forestry curriculum which will be in­
augurated next fall in the School of 
Forestry are other stories in the fea­
ture column.
The letter also contains news com­
ments on the Forestry club, Druids 
Forestry Kaimin, senior trip, skating 
rink, Forestry basketball team, For 
estry nursery and exchange news of 
the alumni.
The editors for this issue are Evans 
Hawes, New Bedford, Mass.; Joe Fryk- 
man. Fargo, X. D., and Iver Love 
Missoula,
Katherin Bailey, who was released 
from the Thornton hospital yesterday 
following a short attack of influenza, 
will spend the week-end at her home 
in Corvallis,
Seven Arts Club _________
Analyzes Drama I graduate works for degree 
By E. Cummings
Betty Browne Discusses Author’s 
Work as a Modern 
Impressionist.
Word has been received that Leon­
ard Ashbaugh, '29, is working on his 
master of arts degree in forest man­
agement at New York State College of 
Forestry, Syracuse university, Syra­
cuse, N. Y.
Chemistry Students 
Receive Acid Burns
The Seven Arts club met in the 
Little Theater foyer Tuesday evening 
but was smoked out when the fire was 
lit in the fireplace. The twenty-four 
members adjourned to the English 
seminar room in the library, and con­
tinued with the program.
Betty Browne, Havre, gave a talk 
on the work of E. E. Cummings, and 
read examples of his poetry and his 
play, “Him.” Mr. Cummings Is an 
impressionist poet whose works seem, 
at first sight, to be saying nothing, of Chemistry and Pharmacy the last Washington,
Ccrls Elderkln and Lashy 
Minor Injuries in Class
Suffer
Uncontrolled acids 
taken their toll in
and gasses have 
he Departments
with very poor punctuation. However, 
every mark of punctuation has a defi­
nite meaning as he uses it.
"Him,” the play which Mr. Cum­
mings wrote, was produced in New 
York. City and criticised very severely 
by George Nathan. Miss Browne read 
several scenes. E. E. Cummings is 
the author of "The Enormous Room,” 
a uovel of the World War, which does 
not follow the style and punctuation 
of his poetry.
Refreshments were served at the 
conclusion of the evening.
In the injury offew days, result! 
three students.
Elma Cerise, Klein, was badly bur 
by sulphuric acid about the face and 
chest during class yesterday morn­
ing.
Dwight Elderkln; Butte, also suf­
fered acid burns as the result of an ] tional
vsince March 10 of last year, opens of­
ficially the celebration on this campus 
of the two hundredth anniversary of 
the birth of George Washington. Presi- 
ident Clapp, who will preside at the 
meeting, will talk on "Washington ami 
the Bicentennial.”
The Masquer play, "God Winks,” by 
Catherine Burgess, deals with the af­
fection felt by an old man for Wash­
ington and his keepsakes. Eugene 
Hunton, Missoula, plays the part of the 
old man. Other actors lti the cast 
are Evelyn Blaeser, Missoula, Mar­
garet Gower; Ruth Bernier. Helena, 
Jane; Charles Remington, Belt, Clyde 
Ranson. The play is under the direc­
tion of Julia Patten, Columbus.
Glee Club Sings
"Land of Mine,” by MacDermott, and 
the "Star Spangled Banner,” especially 
arranged by Dean DeLoss Smith of 
the School of Music, will be given by 
the Men’s Glee club.
A nine-month period for the cele­
brating of the two hundredth anniver­
sary of Washington’s birth was made 
possible this year by a resolution of 
Congress of the United States. This 
period which lasts from February 22, 
until Thanksgiving Day, is being di­
rected by the Washington Bicentennial 
commission appointed by Congress. 
President Hoover is chairman of the 
national commission while auxiliary 
commissions ure being formed in every 
state under the direction of the state's 
legislative body. The program will bo 
nation-wide with every state, city, 
town, organization and Institution 
participating.
Campus Committee
The program on this campus is be­
ing arranged by E. E. Bennett, chair­
man; M. J. Elrod and Rufus A. Cole­
man. They are utilizing material be­
ing sent out by the national com­
mission.
Tree planting, honoring George 
111 take place Arbor day 
in civic centers, in parks and In school 
yards. On Memorial day, Indepen­
dence day, Labor day, Thanksgiving 
d J day and other national holidays, there 
will be special programs honoring 
Washington.
Colonial music, dances and motion 
pictures arc being arranged by the nu-
*Iuviiui commission for distribution.
I explosion during an experiment at the Fashion experts are doing their bit 
j beginning of the week. His hands for the celebration by declaring that 
j were splashed with phenol. the most popular color combinations
Joe Lashy, Townsend, was overcome for spring and summer will be red, 
by hydrogen sulphide fumes while re- white and blue. Houses which supply 
pairing a piece of antiquated appara- furnishings for interior decorators are 
tus in the pharmacy laboratories. The manufacturing quantities of chintz, 
only ill effect was an overpowering cretdnne and wall paper in the George 
weakness for two or three days after Washington motif. This consists of 
e accident. scenes from his life and various por-
None of the Injuries are considered traits being depicted on the material.
-------------  dangerous by school health authorities, Pottery firms are making special
Vocal and Instrumental Numbers and and all but Miss Cerise have returned chinaware to commemorate the HI-
Music Club Offers 
Recital at Meeting
tors and auxiliary equipment valued | 
at $30,000.
‘T he attendance has grown steadily j 
since the first tractor show three! 
years ago and the former schools have! 
made their repetition worthwhile, so: 
that a belter school will be provided 
this year,” said 1. W. Cook, professor! 
of forest engineering
No Charge*
There will be no charges or coat 
in connection with the tractor school 
as the School of Forestry will furn­
ish the plant, the Westmont Tractor 
and Equipment company, the tractors 
and additional equipment. The Cater­
pillar Tractor company, in co-opera­
tion with the School of Forestry, will
Instruction during the two-day 
session. Talking pictures will be used 
in instruction and emphasis placed 
upon the economical use of tractors, 
particularly in connection with local 
problems.
In addition to the staff of the School 
of Forestry and the field men from 
the Westmont Tractor and Equipment 
company, local Caterpillar agency, 
there will be two factory instructors, 
a logging engineer, a construction 
engineer, two service men and four 
equipment representatives present for 
instruction purposes and private con­
ferences.
Schedule
The schedule for the school will 
be as follows: the morning of Febru- 
(Cemitmmad os Fae* Fear)
Helen Kennedy Dies
Songs Entertain Student Group
Members of the Music club met 
Tuesday night at 8:30 o'clock in Dean 
DeLoss Smith’8 studio. The program 
consisted of the following numbers:
Drums ...... ......................... DeLeone
What Will We Do With the Drunken
Sailor? ........................... - ............ -
Arrangement by Bartholomew 
Keep in the Middle of the Road
to their studies | centennial.
Kaimin Observes First Anniversary 
Of Printing in Campus Laboratory
Shop Equipment Contributed by Montana Preu Association Members 
Was Initiated One Year Ago Tomorrow
Monluszko
Drdlaj 
sou la; j
The Cossack ..........
I  I T  •- fi Men’s Glee clubA t LOCQl r lO S p tta lW w o  Selections from "Lilly Ballads"
_________  I _..........  ....... Strickland
Helen D'OrazI Kennedy of Missoula, J Mary Isabel Stewart, Missoula 
ex-’32, died at St. Patrick’s hospital 1 F irst Spanish Dance . deFalla
early this morning of pneumonia. Piano selection by Ellen Alden, 
Shortly after her marriage to John I Gig Timber.
Kennedy, coach at Loyola high school, I Serenade 
last week she became ill. She Is sur-j Violin by Russell Watson, Mi 
vived by her father and mother, two I George Dickel, Garrison, accompanist, 
sisters and seven brothers, two of] Music current events were delivered 
whom have attended the State Univer-1 Genevieve Krum of Anaconda in 
sity at various times. Tony D'Orasi, j G*e absence of Louise Kemp, 
one of the brothers, has applied fori
hia bachelor of arts degree in fine] STUDENT WILL TEACH 
arts  at the end of this quarter. 1 -
Mrs. Kennedy was a  member of the I Agnes Beuthien, a junior at the State 
Independent council last year and par-1 University and graduate of the Dillon 
tidpated In several Masquer produc-1 Normal school. Is to teach a nine- 
lions white in attendance at the State!months term of school at Benrud. 
University. 1 Montana, from March 7 to December 7
One year ago tomorrow the first Montana Kaimin to be printed 
Negro Spiritual wholly on the State University campus made its appearance, furnishing 
I Hear the Wind A llow ing Ga,e*I another milestone in the life of the publication which first originated 
in 1898 as a monthly semi-literary magazine published by volunteer 
student work. A year’s successful pub-3 
Ifcation of the Kaimin has followed 
for the newly set up printing labora­
tory. Most of the equipment was 
donated by members of the Montana!
State Press association and v 
up by Charles W. Hardy, instructor]
the chool of Jo
First Gift
room on the first floor of 
lalism building, which was 
I meriy a barracks for student off!
nd had been used for years as a 
{range for the State University H 
C. It is a fairly well equi) 
Inttng laboratory and is super* 
| by Mr. Hardy. A laboratory co 
| is conducted there in addition to
Ised
Hie first contribution to the new 
op was made by O. S. Warden of I 
eat Falls, publisher of the Great | 
11s Tribune, and on October 30, 1930 
» first type was set on the linotype 
ilch bad been a part of the gift. The 
ragraph telling of the incident was 
Icen to the job rooms of the Mis- 
ultan and appeared in that issue of 
i Kaimin.
The shop baa been assembled In a
of he
Contrluhtor*
to the
shop tx r  ho la4r. Warde 
joined with the Anaconda Copper Min­
ing company In buying a large press, 
are: J> D, Scanlon of the Miles City 
Star; W. A. Sigorney of the Western 
Newspaper Union, Billings; W. O 
Ensign, Deer Lodge, and the Mergan- 
tbaler Linotype company j
T H E  M O N T A N A  K A I M I N Friday, February 19. 1932
The Montana Kaimin
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State 
University of Montana.
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of 
Congress, March 3, 1879.__________________
Subscription price, $2.50 per year. _________
THOMAS E. MOONEY—  
JOEL F. OVERHOLSER. -BUSINESS MANAGER
1 CANNOT tell a  lie,”— by such a  statement imprinted indelibly on young minds, George Washington is best remembered. Yet his­tory now tells us that the great man told fibs and often on 
occasion to improve a story told “whoppers” . February 22 the world 
will celebrate the two hundredth anniversary of the birth of George 
Washington— the father of our country. Recognized as one who was 
wise when the country needed wisdom, kind and far-seeing when the 
country needed foresight, one more virtue will be added to his descrip­
tion hereafter— his humanness. Held as a model for all, particularly 
children, who can say that the cherry tree story was taken unre­
servedly by them when recited for the first time?
Now that the myth, begun by a biographer, has been punctured, 
Washington will remain the great personage, the man whose mag­
netism forced people to love him, just as much as ever. It may 
even add the nth degree to his esteem, for humanity loves to know 
and find the faults of her heroes, so that they may be condoned.
We Thank Him
BNE year ago tomorrow a nervous group was gathered in the first floor of one of the campus buildings. It was dark, but the faces of those in the room were bright— and yet not too 
bright, for they remembered the saying about the obstacles to be 
surmounted between the point of delivery and the ultimate place of 
consumption. They were faces filled with expectancy and yet they 
had a touch of longing and of hopefulness. Those present anticipated 
something— something they wanted and were half afraid they wouldn't 
get. The quiet was broken at first only by half-loud whispers and 
then later by a slow rumbling sound which stopped and started, and 
then paused, and then commenced again. And for the first time the 
Kaimin was being printed in the State University mechanical plant.
There were several in the room to which the sound meant more 
than just the working of the flat-bed press— it was the fulfillment of 
a dream, and of many hours of planning and working. To those who 
had donated the equipment, even though they were not present, it 
meant work done and assistance given. To the staff members of the 
Kaimin it meant that their paper was the first to be printed at the 
State University. And to a few who had spent hours of their time 
and no one knows how much effort in the fostering of the idea, it 
was progress and accomplishment.
In the establishment of the State University mechanical plant, there 
were several who made possible the final result, but there is one man 
who did more in this matter for the school and the student body than 
any other, the man who stood quietly in the background during those 
trying moments of the first publication on the campus, the man who 
said least as he watched his dream come true. To this man we are 
indebted.
Reserved
I  HE State University library contains something like 120,000 vol­umes. Of these a  considerable number are reference books selected for the use of students in a particular course or depart­
ment and placed on the reserved-book shelves in the reading room 
and on two-hour reserve. They are carefully selected books, recom­
mended for the valuable or interesting information they contain on 
the particular subjects for which they are assigned.
Occasionally books are placed on the reference shelves in the hope 
that students on dipping into them will find intriguing sidelights that 
will lead them on into individual research. Primarily they are placed 
there in order that they will be available when needed for assigned 
reading.
Since it is virtually impossible for a professor to dictate in class 
all the facts that he considers necessary to cover his course com­
pletely, specific assignments in these volumes assist in rounding out 
the course. But to assign the sixty members of a class chapters in 
a book of which there is but one copy and quiz them on the material, 
within a  short time, is unreasonable. The result will be a grade-curve 
“shot,”  dispositions ruined and students made inefficient for study by 
the continual necessity for stalking books.
TAKE FRESHMEN PICTURES
Notices are being sent out to tbe 22 
new treshmen registering this quarter 
to report at the registrar's office to 
have their pictures taken. The pic­
tures will be taken today and Satur­
day and will be used in connection 
with their permanent records.
Emily Maclay, instructor in the 
School of Business Administration, 
spent the week-end at her home in 
Lolo.
Marion Butchart, '30, has recovered 
from a long selge of Illness but will be 
unable jto finish her teaching at Bel­
grade (Ms year.
Society
Byes 
That fill
My heart with joy
That take me truly close to paradise, 
That’s how yours differ 
From just 
Byes
There’s no fool, children, like an old 
fool. After all the major disasters 
that have overtaken Upk while he was 
riding down hill on a  pair of slats, he 
actually went skiing again last Sun­
day.
Not content with being miserable 
alone, he had the nerve to tell some­
body that skiing was great fun, in 
order that he might Inveigle that per­
son into accompanying him.
And now his conscience hurts al­
most as much as some of the other 
places.
The main idea of skiing is as simple 
as falling off a log, and just about the 
same, only a little more painful.
Von simply climb and climb until 
you drop of exhaustion and then you 
rest.
Then you keep repeating the pro­
cess until you are at the top of every­
thing in sight.
Strap yonr sklls firmly upon your 
feet and slide, skid, slip, roll, tumble 
and somersault back to the same level 
from which you started.
It’s great sport.
Unk and Ids companion went up 
over the top of Jumbo and slid down 
oft his back side. Several of the 
Mountaineers were skiing and tobog­
ganing about half way up the north 
slope and were practically frightened 
to death when they thought a  huge 
snowslide was about to wipe them off 
the face of the earth. After Unk and 
his companion had passed, however, 
the Mountaineers resumed their sport.
A disposition, children, is a peculiar 
thing. It either keeps you from or 
compels you to slam doors. For years 
in many cases, you may stagger 
around under the load of a sweet dis­
position, only to have it sour suddenly 
overnight. You may be gentle and 
kind all your life and suddenly begin 
soulfully and solemnly slamming 
doors, regardless of weight, age and 
place.
You may smile at the soulful slam­
ming of a door, but it’s entirely pos­
sible. In fact, door slamming may, 
with practice, become as expensive an 
art as profanity. For instance:
The soulful slamming of a door can 
never be accomplished'from the out­
side, as can the angry slamming. Soul­
ful slamming must be done on the 
entrance, not the exit, and must have 
one of the following stimuli: The 
slammer has been going without cig­
arettes for four days, has a wrinkle 
in his sock under his third toe, has 
lost the belt to his sheepskin or has 
shaved with a dull blade.
The fervent slamming Is usually 
done from the inside, although, with 
outward opening doors, may be done 
from the outside, and must be promp­
ted by: Third unsuccessful attempt 
to date a blonde, receipt of an over­
draft notice, exclusion from classes 
for non-payment of a two-bit library 
fine or discovery of a  glaring hole in 
sock.
There is a firm closing of a door, 
which, under the following circum­
stances, might be classed as a slam, 
but hardly a grand slam: Definite 
decision not to hang pin, to go ahead 
and flunk English literature, to tell 
the house manager to go to hell, to 
knock an exam for a loop or to quit 
smoking.
We hardly recommend the angry 
slamming of a door, but when such is 
indicated, it is well to choose a heavy 
door in a comparatively lightly con­
structed wall, so that pictures will 
crash and tinkle as an accompanying 
note to your angry.slam.
The angry slam must always come 
on the way out, never on the way in, 
largely because of the pictures and 
things. It is well to slam angrily 
when something like this has hap­
pened: Has just told his girl that when,
SOCIAL CALENDAR 
Friday, February 19
Masquers’ P l a y ............................................................ Fox-Wilma Theater
Sigma C h i..................................................................................Theater Party
Saturday, February 20
South H a l l ....................................  .................................... Costume Dance
Kappa Kappa G am m a....................................................... Pledge Formal
Sigma Phi E psilon .................................................. ............Installation Ball
North Hall
Virginia Cooney was Estelle Fletch­
er's guest for lunch Wednesday noon.
Ruth Wold had Betty Lemmon as 
her guest at dinner Wednesday night.
Ruth Provost was the Wednesday 
night dinner guest of Margaret 
Murphy.
Charlotte and Glenna Smith were 
dinner guest of Ester Strauss Wednes­
day night.
Violet Boileau, instructor of Spanish 
at Missoula County high school, and 
Ellen Alden were Tuesday night din­
ner guests of Alice Patterson.
Eddie Krause and Sterling Stapp 
were North hall's guests a t dinner 
Wednesday night.
Virginia Newland of Portland, who 
was a resident In North hall two years 
ago, was the luncheon guest of Mrs. 
Theodore Brantly Wednesday.
Shirley Wagstaff was the guest of 
Kathryn Mason for dinner Wednesday 
night
Corbin Hall
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was 
Corbin hall's luncheon guest Wednes­
day.
Irene Cunningham was the guest of 
Sheila Brown for Wednesday night 
dinner.
Helen Archibald had Gertrude 
Hawks as her guest for dinner 
Wednesday night.
Catherine Morris was Janet Phalen’s 
guest at dinner Wednesday night
Gerry Knleval of Butte was the 
week-end guest of Martha Prentice.
Mrs. Dolly Dean Burgess of Helena 
was the guest of Mrs. Frank Turner 
for lunch Wednesday.
Curtis Barnes and Rowe Morrell 
were dinner guests of Corbin hall 
Wednesday night
Mother’s Club
Mother’s club of Zeta Chi met Mon­
day afternoon at 2 o’clock at the Zeta 
Chi house on Daly avenue. Refresh­
ments were served during the latter 
part of the afternoon. Those who 
were present were: Mrs. F. O. Smith, 
Mrs. W. E. Hubert, Mrs Ben Brown, 
Mrs M. H. Brown, Mrs. J. F. Kein, 
Mrs. J. H. Krebs, Mrs. Dorr Skeels, 
Mrs. D. G. Eastman, Mrs. Ed Hend- 
rlcksen, Mrs. Niles G. Love, Mrs. Carl 
E. Nelson, and Mrs. JameB Tabor.
Professor J. B. Speer was a dinner 
guest a t the Sigma Nu house Wednes­
day night After dinner he spoke on 
"Student Personnel,’’ telling of the 
work being done at other colleges and 
here along those lines.
E. M. Kurtz and Lowndes Maury, 
Sr., were dinner guests at the Sigma 
Nu house Tuesday evening.
Dinner guests at the Kappa Kappa 
Gamma house last night were: Alice 
Taylor, Ossla Taylor, Amoretta Junod
he tells her something he means i t  
His girl has Just said “Aw, Nertz’’ or 
given his pin back. He has Just fought 
with the laundry collector. Somebody 
has just tuned in on Rudy Vallee and 
tuned out a symphony orchestra he 
wanted to hear. The watchman has 
just chased them out of the ticket 
office under the bleachers or he has 
received a yellow slip in a course, in 
which he knew he was going to re­
ceive a yellow slip.
There are those, children, who like 
the verse at the top, those who like 
it at the bottom, and those who would 
like it left out. We can't please all, 
but we'll try to please the first two, 
anyway.
Such
Luck as this,
To have your beautiful 
Eyes caressing me with loving touch; 
I never knew, so thought 
There wasn’t 
Such.
Virginia Graybeal, Donna Hoover, 
Ellen Galusha and Dorothy Brown.
Dr. J. W. Howard was a dinner 
guest at the Alpha Tau Omega house 
Wednesday night where he spoke on 
"Alcohol."
Alfred Dahlberg and David Fitz­
gerald were dinner guests at the Alpha 
Tau Omega house Wednesday night.
Rev. D. A. Bennett was a  dinner 
guest a t the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
house Wednesday night. Following 
dinner he spoke on the subject, “Stu­
dent Looks at the Bible.”
Coach Bernard F. Oakes spoke at the 
Phi Sigma Kappa house Tuesday eve 
ning on “Athletics and the Forming of 
a Christian Character.” Dr. C. A. 
Schenck was a dinner guest during 
the discussion.
Selmer Hovee was a dinner guest at 
the Phi Sigma Kappa house Wednes­
day night
Prof, and Mrs. E. L. Freeman were 
dinner guests a t the Sigma Kappa 
house Thursday night
Mrs. C. A. Bernier of Helena arrived 
in Missoula today to spend the week­
end with her daughter, Ruth.
Frances Walker and Virginia New- 
land were lunch guests a t the Delta 
Gamma house Thursday.
The Alpha Chi Omega Mother’s club 
met Tuesday afternoon a t the chapter 
house on Gerald avenue.
Mrs. J. Crego and daughter, Eileen, 
Elizabeth Hammett and Julia Metcalf 
were dinner guests a t the Alpha Chi 
Omega house Thursday night.
Jeanette Eldering is a patient at 
Thornton’s hospital.
Mrs. C. H. Clapp was a dinner guest 
a t the Alpha Phi house Tuesday. She 
addressed the chapter on "Choosing a 
Life Partner."
Mr. E. K. Kurtz, and Mr. H. L. 
Maury were dinner guests of Sigma 
Nu Tuesday.
Stewart Kirton left last night for 
Spokane, where he will spend the 
week-end.
Beth Perham, Helen Lea Silverman 
and Mary Alice Murphy will spend the 
week-end a t Butte.
Betty Lemmon and Betty Nossell 
have gone to Anaconda for the week­
end.
Forestry and Press 
Clubs Hold Meeting
Paul J. Fair Shows Pictures of Wild 
Life of Montana
This W e e k ...
Current News Topics Taken 
From the Kaimin Files of 
Ten Years Ago
Alpha Phi and Iota Nu won the cups 
awarded to the best full-stage and 
front-stage acts, respectively, at Var­
sity Vodvil held Saturday night a t the 
Liberty theater.
“Erasmus Montanus,” a satiric com­
edy, was presented by the Montana 
Masquers at the annual Charter Day 
exercises on February 17.
The Varsity basketball team came 
back with a rush last night and de­
feated the Gonzaga quintet at Spokane 
by a score of 24 to 19,
The R. O, T. C. pqit of the State 
University is organizing its cadet of­
ficers for the purpose of petitioning 
Scabbard and Blade, national military 
fraternity.
Coach Harry Adams and his wreck­
ing crew of seven Grizzly Cubs left 
this morning for Bozeman.
The Music club of the School of 
Music will meet this afternoon in the 
studio at Main hall to draw up a con­
stitution and by-laws.
Wellington D. Rankin, United States 
district attorney, was the principal 
speaker at the annual celehratiqn of 
Charter Day.
FOX-WILMA
SATURDAY ONLY
Thomas Meighan
—In—
‘Cheaters a t Play”
COMING SUNDAY
MARLENE
DIETRICH
—I n -
‘The Shanghai 
Express”
FOX.RIALTO
EAST TIMES TQNJGHT
Miriam Hopkins
—In—
“ Two Kind9 o f  
Women n
NEW SHOW SATURDAY
There's Always g. Big Show at 
Llft)e Prices gt This Cpzy Theater
ALWAYS
10c AND 38c
“It is a thousand times harder to 
get a good picture of a wild animal 
than it j s  to shoot it,” declared Paul 
J. Fair, photographer of wild game 
for the Montana State Fish and Game 
commission, In a  lecture before a  joint 
meeting of Forestry and Press club 
members in the Forestry building 
Wednesday night.
Before showing two reels of animal 
films and one of waterfowl, including 
such pictures as moose photographed 
with a movie camera a t 35 feet and 
snaps of the nearly extinct trumpeter 
8wdn at close range, Mr. Fair pointed 
out that it was an American tradition 
to kill game wantonly, and went on to 
trace the development of civilization 
in the west and its effect on animal 
life.
“The first real explorers of the 
western country were the beaver trap­
pers who left no records behind them. 
The others who got the credit followed 
in their footsteps.
“The killing of the buffalo com­
pletely changed the life of the Indian, 
who realized the value of the wild 
game and was in reality a pretty fair 
conservationist. The elk have been 
driven from their natural home on the 
plains to the mountains, whence they 
are driven by snow in winter to for­
age in the valley farmers’ haystacks," 
Mr. Fair said.
A tale of hunting moose pictures 
on the upper Rock creek country illus­
trated the possibility of thrills in Mr. 
Fair’s profession. Having hidden In 
the meadow of a  marshy lake, the 
photographer allowed a cow moose to 
approach within a few fee t He was 
discovered by the animal and felt his 
hat rise gently on his head in unison 
with the hair on the back of the huge 
cow who was looking at him, wonder­
ing whether to run or fight. The next 
time he came to the lake he was 
accompanied by an armed hunter, and 
not without Justification, as events 
showed.
Mr. Fair, however, is especially 
proud of his film showing the trump­
eter swan taken a t Red Rock lake and 
which has jrequlred many days of 
careful work to obtain.
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DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN 
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building 
Phone 4097
DR J. L  MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted 
. 205 Montana Block
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DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class 01*24
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Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted 
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104
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DENTIST
305 Wilma Bldg. Phone 5200
DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST 
206 Wilma
m aty moore mary moore
Girdle
Waist
is the keynote pf the 
modern sweater as dis­
played by Mary Moore. 
In the shades you want 
— white, green, orange, 
red, and most import­
ant, fylue— just lots of 
them in the smart spring 
color— blup.
You shouldn't be with­
out one.
$2.95— $4.95
qJ /[
MONICA B. SWEARINGEN
CONDUCTS H ELD TRIPs
The institutional management class 
under othe direction of Monica B 
Swearingen made two field trips this 
week. Tuesday the class visited the 
Florence Laundry where they followed 
the complete process of laundering 
through the plant.
Wednesday the students went to the 
State University M ating plant and 
were shown how the plant operates 
to keep correct temperatures la  all the 
buildings.
P la te  L unch , 40c
SERVED EACH EVENING 
from 6:00 to 7:20
The Sandwich Shop
(Across from Hl-School)
Personal Stationary
200  Sheets 
100 Envelopes 
With name and address
$ 1.35
OFFICE SUPPLY
mary moore mary moore
Gigolo
to the style-wise girl 
means the tight-hipped, 
flared shoulders of the 
new silhouette found in 
the smart one- and two- 
piece dresses a t M w  
Moore’s. Inexpensive— 
but only iq the price.
$10.75— $19.75
Straws
for spring is the dictate 
— shiny or a combina­
tion straw and stitched 
crepe, turbans, cuffs and 
brims are the smart 
shapes in this spring 
millinery.
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School Sets Datef4 Chib Pugilists Enter
Second Round of Annual F°w ̂  Sports
. .  . _  I Meet in BozemanChampionship Tourney
Odd, Ebtdttfta, K ens and Lindborg Advance Into Third Trial; 
Malt of Second Ffigfat W 2 Be Finished Today; Boots 
W l Be Ran Off at 4 o’Oocfc
Arkus] i»m petition Will IaelaOe 
SMimminr, WrestUag 
Aid Boxlag
As the third day of eliminations for the M club tournament drew to 
a dose several pugilists had mixed gloves in the second round of 
battles. A few remaining first round bouts were fought putting the 
victors into their second round of bouts of which some will be called
la tb« U  o'clock section Wed-O- ------------------------------------------------lodar
nesdar. Kenneth Duft fought an extra I 
round with tawrence Teagarden to 
gain a decision in the lightweight 
class Frederick Kiseihagen won by a| 
technical knockout over Jerry House
Sporty Vents
The Bobcats managed to squeeze
to progress In the featherweight dlrl- ,hr00*h •  winning Held goal and take 
slon. A technical knockout also de- lhe lMt contMt from B ™  < d“* “>»»“- 
elded the bout between Lloyd Hamer ^  10 ^  playing of Arlo, standing
and James Keros, the Utter winning 
In (he light-heavyweight class. Russ 
Undborg and R. 8tempke went an 
extra round before Undborg was ad­
judged the better of the two middle-j 
weights.
These four bouts were second round 
fights. James Brown acted as referee.
Mix More Bouts
in (he 4 o’clock section six bouts 
were (ought Clyde Crego lost to Red 
Kelt In a stub rest Though both swung 
wildly many times the blows which 
landed left their mark. Bek advanced 
to the second round in the heavy­
weight division. Ray Smalley battered 
Olenn Hostetter In two fast rounds to 
win by a technical knockout Bari 
Blusher, dimunltlve featherweight, bat­
tled on even terms with Kenneth 
Woodward the first two rounds only 
to lose In the closing seconds of third 
round. In the welterweight division, 
Coyle and Charies Bell were forced 
to go an extra round. Although Bell 
appeared the more aggressive, Coyle’s 
blows were more accurate and effec­
tive. However, both were lacerated at 
the end. 8cotty Stratton, runner-up 
In the lightweight class last year, bat­
tled Earl Welton to gain the decision. 
The last fight of the day was between 
Robert Huppe and Richard Shaw. 
The bout was fought after the two 
had come to a draw lost Monday. After 
starting fairly even Huppe took the 
lead and gained a technical knockout 
over Shaw several seconds before 
time was called. Dick O’Malley ref­
ereed the afternoon fights.
Monday's Matches
Returns on the outcome of fights 
last Monday in the 11 o'clock section, 
which were not available last Mon­
day night In time for press, are pre­
sented here for the five bouts fought
In the heavyweight class, Ellsworth 
Amundsen fought Harry Lash to win 
In two rounds. James Kerns and Rob­
ert Layfleld, light-heavyweights, mixed 
gloves for two rounds, the former 
emerging victorious. Junior welter­
weights, Bob Jones and Carl Bessey, 
battled till Jones was given the de­
cision by the referee In the second 
round by a technical knockout. Fight­
ers in the other two bouts were forced 
to go an extra round before a decision 
was glveu. Egan Gooducre eked out 
a victory over Howard Dunn In the 
lightweight division. Frederick Else- 
thagen and Ijeonard Harlen were the 
other two boxers to go an extra round 
for the privilege of remaining in the 
featherweight class.
Bight pugilists contested their skill 
and strength Friday morning. Daniel 
Welch lost to Kenneth Duff. Both 
are lightweights. Two other light­
weights clashed and had to box a third 
round before judges were able to de­
cide. Lawrence Teegarden won from 
Edgar Skordal. The referee awarded 
Craig Coughlin the bout with Jack 
Bpafford on a technical knockout in
guard, who went down the floor in 
the last few minutes of play and 
delivered the winning shots.
This gome put the Cats through the 
season with a percentage of .600, hav- 
ing won six and lost a like number.
The Grizzlies have won five and lost | 
11 out of 16 played this season.
Short Passes
The Cats have played through the 
season with a string of veterans, rare­
ly using more than seven or eight 
men in any game. The Grizzlies, start­
ing with only four veterans and a 
first-string substitute, saw their ranks 
depleted as the season went on, with 
men around whom plays had been 
built taken out one after another. 
Dick Fox, Jack McDonald and Jimmy 
Jones w'ere the primary losses.
—o—
Football came back Into the lime­
light momentarily with the announce­
ment of new rules for the 1932-33 sea­
son. Outstanding will be the kick-off 
play, which may be either a place kick, 
a drop kick or a punt, the ball being 
declared “dead” if the player in pos­
session of it touches more than his 
hands or feet to the ground, and re­
sults in the disqualification of the 
player and penalty to the team when 
an opponent is "straight-armed” or 
pushed by placing the hands on his 
head or neck.
—o—
A football authority once stated that 
more players were fatally Injured on 
the kickoff play than on any other. 
The new rule has done little to modify 
or regulate that eventuality. The 
starting of the game on the opponents' 
40-yard line, with a scrimmage, would 
be a much better method of overcom­
ing whatever danger may follow the 
kick-off.
A high drop kick, or well placed 
punt on the kick-pff, is going to put 
the ball in play almost on the 50-yard 
line, If a team so desires. There will 
be few' long, spectacular runs behind 
team Interference on kick-off plays 
with this rule in effect
— -o-----
Rebounds
The Miners believe in revenge. After 
dropping two to Montana they pro­
ceeded to take the Eastern Montana 
Normal quint at Billings for a 60 to 
22 cleaning.
—o—
The Missoula high school took the 
city scholastic title this week, when 
Lundy and McQuarrie furnished the 
thrills and score to put It over on 
Loyola. 32 to 22.
March 6 Is the date definitely decided 
upon by Montana State College for 
the holding of the minor sports meet 
at Bozeman.
The minor sports meet will include 
entries from both schools In the sev­
eral weights in boxing, wrestling and 
possibly fencing. Representatives 
from each school in the various swim­
ming events will also meet In the Bob­
cat pool on the same date.
Most of the men who will represent 
State University in boxing and wrest­
ling, will be decided upon at the finals 
of the M club tournament on March
in the men’s gymnasium. Men who 
will represent Montana in swimming 
will be chosen at the intramural swim­
ming meet to be held at the State Unl- 
rersity, February 24.
Cale Crowley and John McKay, in­
structors in boxing; Clyde Banfield, 
Instructor in wrestling, and Wallace 
Hannah, instructor in fencing, will not 
be eligible to take part in the tourna­
ment on March 3 because of their 
bolding in8tructorships, but will be in 
line to represent the State University 
in their weights at the minor sports 
meet. Bob Cooney, instructor in 
swimming, will also be ineligible to 
compete in the Intramural swimming 
meet on February .24 but will be 
eligible to go to the minor sports meet.
Robert Edgren says Jack Dempsey 
does not resemble his old self In his 
comeback. His legs are a bit wobbly 
Oh. well, Levlnsky gets $7,500 for mix- 
Hi, second round. They foughl In th e ||iig up wUh hlm Th„  ought ,0
make bis legs wobbly, loo, and erenJunior welterweight division. In the 
fourth bout Russell Llndborg was de­
clared the winner in hta fight against 
Royal Turley.
Ruminations tor the wrestling tour­
nament will begin next week.
Management Clast 
Will Give Luncheons
things up all around.
The Wyoming Cowboys still have 
not bowed to any team this season. 
They just cleaned the Colorado uni­
versity quint In a dual contest.
- o—-
Frankie Wine. Roundup, has signed 
to meet Jack Dempsey in a bout at 
Louisville, Ky. He was always a good 
gate receipt bet In Montana, but 
haven’t kept (rack of him lately.
Volley Ball Teams 
Play Fourth Round 
In Quarter Tourney
Independent and Faculty Teams Lead 
League-With No Defeats 
In Four Games
No team has yet proved itself su­
perior in the women’s volley ball 
tournament. Both the Independents 
and the Faculty are undefeated, each 
having won four games.
Scores for the fourth round are: 
Corbin hall, 46, and Faculty Wives, 44; 
Faculty, 46, and Delta Delta Delta, 29; 
Independents, 28, and Kappa Kappa 
amma, 22; Delta Gamma, 53, and 
Kappa Delta, 9; Kappa Alpha Theta, 
40, and Zeta Chi, 16.
The teams which will compete Sat­
urday when the fifth round will be 
played off are: Delta Gamma vs. Zeta 
Chi; Delta Delta Delta vs. Kappa 
Delta; Faculty Wives vs. Indepen­
dents; Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Fac­
ulty; Corbin hall vs. Kappa Alpha 
Theta.
The team standings are:
Team Won Lost
Indepedents ........  ...... 4 0
Faculty... ........................... 4 0
Kappa Alpha Theta 3 1
Delta Gamma 3 1
Kappa Delta ............. 2 2
Corbin hall _______ 2 2
Delta Delta Delta ....... .... 2 2
Zeta Chi ................. .. 2 2
Faculty Wives 0 4
Kappa Kappa Gamma .. .... 0 4
Traffic Signs
A series of a !• carte luncheons will 
be eervvd in the small dining room 
of Corbin hall February 22 to the 26
inclusive from 11:45 to 12:20 o’clock! Leo Sexton continues to pile the 
by the class in institutional manage- Inches and feet on his world’s record 
ment under the direction of Monica for the 16-pound shot, pushing It out 
! i  Swearingen, associate professor of 62 feet 8% inches to better his record 
home economics I earlier In the week-
The luncheons will be a class pro-1 —o—
ket and will be continued only oncj A 4-mlnute 10-second mile wasj 
week Each student will have the turned tn this week at New York by 
opportunity to perform the duties coo-1 Gene Ventke. Boyerton, Pa. 
nected with this type of work. | " ■ ■
Cards bearing an invitation on one Persenais
side tad the complete menu with! Coach Stewart is badly in need of 
prkee oa the other are being sent I of some long-legged tricksters to do 
to all the faculty members Students I Ms hurdling this spring. His sprint 
are also cardially invited squad Is not so large, either.
The menu will be different each day J —o—
and will consist of soup, choice ofj Monte Robertson and Fred Griffin 
sandwiches, salads, desserts and bevel are his fastest. John Bills. If eligible 
eragea. The class will endeavor to to compete, may be shifted to the 
serve "Dettdaos Food at Depresstoa middle distances. If this happens.
I Covington, qnarter-mller. will find
It’s not impossible to walk on the 
grass, an automobile may break off 
harmless lamp posts, pledges may 
steal signs for relics to grace the 
fraternity residence, but no speed 
demon Is going to run over the new 
traffic signs which the Maintenance 
department plans to install as soon 
as the frost leaves the ground.
For "parking signs that stay put” 
has become the slogan of T. G. Swear­
ingen, maintenance engineer. Weary 
of seeing sign posts flattened Into the 
lawn on the campus oval by wanton 
drivers, he has decided to use four 
sections of railroad iron weighing 90 
pounds to the yard and intended to 
withstand the weight of hurtling loco­
motives, as traffic markers on the 
oval to replace the lighter iron pipe 
In use there now. Three,lighter rails 
will be used In leas exposed portions 
of the driveway.
i  No bounding llxzy Is going to flatten 
these monsters. If you are skeptical, 
take a look Into the shop of the 
campus sign painter, where the ton 
| or so of steel Is receiving Its coating 
of paint
Co-eds Play 
B asketball 
In Tourney
Seven Teams Schedule Contests! 
In League; Season Opens 
On February 22
INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL
Business Administration Players 
Lead League; Lawyers 
Place Second
Women's basketball teams have 
been chosen for the coming season 
which opens Monday, February 22.
Four class teams, freshman and soph-1
omore second and third teams and a Last night turned out to be the lull | 
team known as the Nameless Wonders after the storm of upsets which had 
compose the league. I featured the two nights previous in
The members of the teams are: [the Intramural league. The Battle of
Seniors—Una Randall, captain; Mar-1 Baskets which had been looked for 
garet Randall, Rath Lelb, Edith Bald- when the Lawyers and Bombers were 
win, Bertha Cone, Elisabeth Perbam, to meet turned out to be one of these 
Fae Logan. Margaret Seaton, Mary I "rain check” affairs. The game was 
Rose. postponed with consent of both teams.
Juniors Mildred Dorsey, Leolaj The lumbermen improved their! 
Stevens, Mildred Renshaw, Catherine j standing with a victory over the Arts 
Harrington. land Science five, 21-18. Renshaw of
Sophomores First team, Sara Miles, j the Foresters hooped three baskets 
captain; Ada Wood, Mary Castles, j and Vasal, frosh basketeer, rang the 
Juanita Armour, Laura Martin, Eva I gong six times for 12 points for the 
Lesell, Margery Minneh&n, Gladys!a. and S. The Foresters came from 
Mayo, Hazel Thomas. Second team,. behind with a frantic, last-minnte rush 
Marcella Malone, captain; Katherine to score seven points and clinch the 
Bailey, Eleanor McDonald, Dorothy game,
Taylor, Evelyn Balgord, Madeline Kell,
Ruth Johnson, Jean McElroy, Lucile 
Ralston, Doris Horton, Ruth Wallace.
Cubs Battle 
High School 
Basketeers
Teams Meet in Men's Gymnasium j 
Tonight; Freshmen Play 
In Poison Tomorrow
The Cub basketball team will meet I 
the Missoula county high school team 
tonight in the men's gymnasium at! 
8 o'clock. The game was originally j 
theduled tor Wednesday but was j 
postponed until tonight due to cancel-! 
latlon of the Missoula-Helena game. I 
Admission will be 26 cents.
After a bad start at the first of the 
season the Misaoula high school team 
won seven out of its last ten engage-1 
ments, and is ranking about the mid­
dle in the conference rating.
Probable starting lineups are:
Dependable Laundry Service
Florence Laundry
When yen s i l t  te meet your 
friends you'll find >m hers
MISSOULA CLUB
P. 3,—The post office Is only three 
block, distant.
CUBS
Brown
MISSOULA 
..............Lundy
The best dressed man the 
world has ever known—
George Washington
Can you imagine him in run­
down heels?
Youngren Shoe Shop
RAY P. WOODS 
Basement of Higgins Block 
WB DELIVER
Guard
Third team, Hazel Harper, Martha 
Kimball, Pansie Shaw, Margaret Me-' 
Kay, Ruth Riedell.
Freshman—First team, Edith Wat­
kins, captain; Carol Wells, Alice Ken- 
field, Myrtle Lien, Ina Anne Brophy, 
Katherine De Mere, Elsie Rea, Mar­
garet Breen, Louise Geyer, Betty Anne 
Anderson, Mary Brickson. Second 
team. Delnore Sannon, captain, Eudora 
Piercy, Elizabeth Hurst, Jean Kirley, 
Anne McLanahan, Catherine Eraus, 
Natalie Klnne. Third team, Mary 
Asbury, Berenice Larson, Florence 
Jones, Mary McLaughlin, Jean Smith, 
Letty Shaffer, Edith Wimple, Isabelle 
Spitzer. .
Nameless Wonders—Barbara Bell, 
Florence Ditlmeir, Julia Metcalf, Mar­
jorie Miles, Marian O’Leary, Adelaide 
Olinger, Maxine Davis, Francis St. 
Sure, Gertrude Warden.
The schedule of games is as follows: 
February 22—Freshman No. 2 vs. 
Sophomore No. 2; Nameless Wonders 
vs. Sophomore No. 3; Freshman No 
1 vs. Sophomore No. 1; Junior vs. 
Senior.
February 24—Freshman No. 2 vs. 
Nameless Wonders; Sophomore No. 2 
vs. Sophomore No. 3; Freshman No. 
1 vs. Senior; Sophomore No. 1 vs. 
Junior.
February 26—Freshman No. 2 vs. 
Sophomore No. 3; Sophomore No. 2 
vs. Nameless Wonders.
February 29—Freshman No. 1 vs. 
Junior.
March 1—Sophomore No. 1 vs. 
Senior.
GRADUATE VISITS
Gladys Shuck, formerly of Livings­
ton and now residing in Spokane, 
visited Dr. W. P. Clark, professor of 
foreign languages, on the campus this 
week. She attended the State Unlv 
sity during her freshman and soph­
omore years and was a student under 
Dr. Clark. Miss Shuck graduated from 
the University of Wisconsin last June 
with a degree in foreign languages.
Journalists pounded the basket 
Tuesday nighf faster than the sports 
editor can type to start the week’s 
upsets. They defeated the Arts and 
Science five, 31-14, as Remington 
flipped in four baskets and a foul for 
scoring honors for the Newsmen. | 
Sayatovich plucked 10 points to lead 
the losers. The Journalists protested 
the playing of Vesel, freshman basket­
ball man, and the Arts and Science] 
quintette withdrew him.
Pharmacy hopped merrily into a 
ljT-2 lead at half time and eventually 
hauled down the Foresters’ victory 
flag, 22-17. Dussault of the Pharma­
cists, scored 12 points to end the 
night's games.
Leaving off where they had begun 
Tuesday night, the Pharmacists 
squeezed through with a 16-16 victory 
Wednesday night to lower the Lawyers 
from easy seat of a perfect record to 
rough life of the once vanquished.! 
Rowe topped the low scoring with six 
points.
The Bombers from the School of 
Business Administration burst forth 
with a terrific broadside which would 
have shamed the Japanese when they 
bombarded Chapel, to almost annihi­
late the Arts and Science who dropped 
behind with 15 points. Watson, Gilboe 
and Williams launched the attack, 
scoring 49 points of the 54 points made 
by the winners.
Standings of the league are:
Team Won Lost
Business Administration..... 3 0
Law ...........................  2 1
Pharmacy .......................... 2 2
Forestry.......................... 2 2
Journalism 1 2
Arts and Science -............  1 4
Virginia Schwin, ’30, has returned 
to her home in Red Lodge from Chi­
cago, where she completed a course 
in dietetics in the Cook County hos­
pital.
Kenneth Good, '31, Is in the employ 
of the Red Cross at Helena in connec­
tion with the Montana-North Dakota 
drouth relief.
Emory Christian
Guard
Tomorrow the Cubs will leave for 
Poison to play the Boettcher bard-1 
ware team. The Boettcher team, like 
the Cubs, has not lost a game this 
season and will probably present the 
strongest opposition the freshmen 
have met.
Men making the trip to Poison are: 
William Htleman, Whlteflsh; James 
Brown, Butte; Albert ’Heller, Twin 
Bridges; Naseby Rhlnehart, Mil­
waukee, Wis.; Cal Emery, Helena; 
Edward Schraoll and Roy Quanstrom 
of Chicago, 111.; Glen Frisbte, Thomp­
son Falls; Charles Flanagan. Great 
Falls; Louis Hartsell, Anaconda. Leh­
man Fox of Missoula will accompany 
the Cubs as manager, and A. J. Lewan- 
dowski, as coach.
PUNCH
For Your Parties and Dances
We make and deliver any flavor 
of punch desired. See Howard Oul- 
lickson or phone 3352.
Majestic Beverage 
&  Candy Co.
DaCo Ham DaCo Lard
FOR
BIGGER AND BETTER
GRIZZLIES
Feed ’em On
DaCo
PR0DCCT8 
—From—
John R. Daily, Inc.
Branch—MODEL MARKET 
DaCo Bacon Sausages
plenty of competition, including Chuck 
O’Neill, Tom Taylor, Owen Loftsgaar- 
den. Jack White, Bill Remington and 
a couple of last season's yearling 
squad.
o --
Holst and Coey of the State Col­
lege are going to be running op­
ponents again this spring of Clarence 
Watson In the mile and two-mile and 
Elbert Covington in the quarter. The 
latter wHl again have to compete with 
Big Joesls. Idaho VandaL Holst won 
the Bobcats’ fall cross-country race 
this season fa record time.
C o - e d s . . .
WE HAVE THE NEWEST CREATIONS IN
Suede Jackets
1. Short waist-length 
i  Short waist tipper
3. Regular length
4. Foil belted model. 
Fall belted xlpper
i  <M 
9.00 
10.75 
1&00 
1(LHI
WE HAVE ALSO Jl'ST RECEIVED A COMPLETE LINE OF 
BREECHES IN THE NEWEST STYLES AND COLORS
T H E  S P O R T  SHO P
FINE HAIR CUTTING 
OUR SPECIALTY
M etro p o le  
B arber S hop
101 East Main
OUR WORK IS OUR 
BEST RECOMMENDATION
We know why 
men smoke 
PIPES
WO M E N  d o n ’ t (m o k e  p ip e s .T h e y ’re not the style for wom­
en. B u t  pipes <ne the style for m en, 
a n d  m o re  th a n  
that, a pipe and  
good tobacco gives 
a m a n  g r e a t e r  
sm oking pleasure 
th a n  to b acco in  
an y other form.
I n  4 2  out o f  54  
A m erican colleges 
a n d  u n iv e rs it ie s  
Edgew orth is  the favorite pipe to­
bacco. C o o l slow -burning hurleys give  
th is  line tobacco exactly the character 
that college men 
lik e  best o f  alL  
T r y  a t in  o f  
Edgew orth your­
self! Y o u  can buy  
Edgew orth wher­
ever good tobacco 
is sold. O r  i f  you  
prefer, you can get 
A  pip. I* 1 m l m,n*» a s p e cia l sa m p le  
packet fixe: write 
to Larus 4 c B ro. C o .,  10 5  S .  a id  S t .,  
R ic h m o n d , V a . ,  and ask  for it.
EDGEWORTH
S M O K IN G  T O B A C C O
Edgeworth is ■ blend of fine old hurleys, 
with its natural savor enhanced by Edge 
worth’s distinctive 
and exclusive elev­
enth process. Buy 
Edgeworth any­
where in two forms 
—Edgeworth Reedy*
Rubbed end Edge- 
worth Plug Slice. All 
rixes, i v  pocket 
pecicage to £1.90 
pound humidor (in.
STATIONERY
60  SHEETS— 50 ENVELOPES
5 0 c
University die stamped Stationery, per box ....................... 75c
Fraternity die stamped Stationery, per box .....................85c
Pound P aper............................................................ 50c and 65c
Envelopes to match, per package........................................25c
Associated Students’fStore
On the Campus
I Want You to Know
— All of you who see a MASQUERS' PLAY 
only once in a while (o r perhaps never) that
Eteatlh Takes 
a Holiday
is THE PLAY of the year. SEE IT and talk 
about it afterwards.
A L L  S E A T S  R E S E R V E D  
Today at Fox-Wiima— Phone 2476
Popular Prices: 50 Cents; Loges 75 Cents
Page Foui
T H E  M O N T A N A  K A I M I N
Oakes Discusses 
Latest Revisions 
In Gridiron Rules
Head Conch Characterizes Publicity 
On Changes In 1982 Rules 
As Misleading
Head Football Coach B. F. Oakes 
yesterday characterized as “mislead­
ing” the publicity given the tentative 
changes In the football rules for 1932 
as announced In New York through 
the press.
“The substitution rule and the elim­
ination of the flying wedge from kick­
off are excellent,” Oakes, who is the 
author of a football line-play book, 
said.
"The flying wedge from scrimmage 
has been out for years. The rule 
1 cgarding the retention of five men on 
the 45-yard line will diminish the size 
of the wedge as only five can form 
for Interference. But even that is 
still dangerous. A five-man wedge 
is still as dangerous to a single op­
ponent driving into the formation as 
was the old 11-man wedge. Of course, 
it depends on how the rule is worded 
In its final form and the official in­
terpretation of It.
“If the wedges are abolished, then 
the rule will have done much good; 
otherwise it will reflect on the rules 
committee."
“Piling on” Rule
In regard to the “piling on” rule, 
the Montana coach said, “The attempt 
to eliminate 'piling on' after a player 
is legally down at present is hard to 
understand because from information 
given out a ball carrier will be con­
sidered down any time that any part 
of his body, other than the hands or 
feet, touch the ground. A heavier pen­
alty against ‘piling on’ would probably 
have been sufficient Much depends 
on the interpretation.
“If kept as announced this rule will 
lead to complications as in case a ball 
carrier stumbles, touches his knee to 
the ground, then goes on for a touch­
down; or In case the ball carrier hits 
the ground a few feet before reaching 
the goal line and slides over the goal 
line on his chest from his own mo­
mentum. Would a touchdown be 
awarded or the ball be dead where 
the man touched the ground?"
The substitution rule, making it pos­
sible for a player to re-enter a game 
in any subsequent period, will benefit 
the smaller colleges, Oakes believes. 
It will also permit a man to be with­
drawn for Instructions or an examina­
tion as to possible injury without such 
a heavy penalty as formerly when a 
man could not re-enter the game in 
the same half.
Oakes considers the elimination of 
the flying block or tackle a joke. The 
flying tackle has been extinct for 
years. The elimination of the flying 
block is discrimination against the 
smaller colleges. “This is because the 
smaller colleges with smaller men will 
be handicapped as compared to the 
past when a small man could take 
out a larger opponent with a cleverly 
executed rolling block. Also, I don’t 
think many serious injuries have re­
sulted from open field blocking.
“Wliy the flying wedge was included 
in the statement of new rules is easy 
to understand,” Oakes said. When 
asked why, Oakes would not divulge 
the answer.
Pads Are Protected
According to the new rule, hard 
pads must be protected on the out­
side as on the inside, and this is, 
according to the Montana coach, a fine 
addition.
"The statements printed regarding 
the use of hands by defensive lines­
men, if true, will make that rule the 
most drastic revision since 1906. The 
statements printed have been mislead­
ing for it has been illegal for years to 
strike an opposing linesman in the 
face or on the back of the head—yet 
both of these conditions were men­
tioned in the new' change.
“The present rule carries too great 
a penalty and is very difficult to en­
force.
“I have never known a serious in­
jury caused by the use of hands in 
defensive line play. However, I doubt 
if this rule will remain as proposed 
as it Is almost impossible to conceive 
of a football player playing without 
the use of his hands. Why, we even 
have to use our hands In a game such 
as bridge. The rule is foolish.”
NURSE IS EMPLOYED
Due to the large number of in­
fluenza Cases on the campus a special 
nurse has been employed to care for 
patients in the South hall infirmary. 
The number of cases each day has 
ranged from five to ten during the 
past week. Yesterday there were eight 
patients: Frank Wilson, Dennis Ro- 
vera, Raymond Slicher, Stanley Sny­
der, James Tobin, James Veleblr, Jack 
Toole and Leonard LeRoux. The two 
latter were sent to St. Patrick’s hos­
pital yesterday afternoon.
Kenneth Davis, ’28, Is now working 
on his Ph.D. degree at the University 
of Michigan.
Friday, February 19, 19 3 2
We'll Be W aiting.. .
Dora, Old Pal, Will Return 
To Spend a Few Days With 
Us During Alumni Reunion
Dumb Dora is coming to the re­
union, as the following letter from 
her will show. Dumb Dora used 
to appear twice a week in the 
Kaimtn, or rather her opinions 
and observations did. She was 
the creation of Douglas Hutchin­
son, Great Falls, a  graduate of 
the School of Journalism in 1931. 
Hutchinson continued Dumb Dora 
as a humorous column for a year 
and every Kaimin reader was 
acquainted with her.
Dear Maw & Paw:
I guess there’ll be big doin’s at the 
U, this June, so Ev and Fanny and me 
are gonna hurry through this house- 
to-house campaign we’re on and go 
into a triple hula and catch the N. P. 
chug-chug-bong that takes us to Mis­
soula. A reunion of the lumlnum is 
what they call the thing. I spoze 
they'll be roomin’ 'em in the old South 
hall bull ring. But ennyway, we’re 
goln’, if we have to sell the gold that 
Doc Jones filled our teeth with—Ev 
has hers already sold.
We ain’t had hardly any fun since 
we left the campus, so now we’re 
gonna make the run to let the col- 
litch boys lamp us. If we can't com­
pete with that new bunch of co-eds 
there this year we’ll chase along to 
the Old Maids Home and live in spin­
sters’ gear. Wait till we swing into 
the line with our banner bearing the 
words “Smartest Class that Ever Hap­
pened—Thirty and Two-thirds”!
It’s gonna be a lotta fun, seein’ the 
whole darn gang. O’ course it’ll keep 
us on the run, but who’s glvin’ a hang? 
Bill will prqbably be there (my pill- 
roller, two years ago), and Dick and 
George and Harry and Hildy and Elsie 
and Jo and Sallie and Frank and Nora 
and Herb and Ruth and Mary and 
Jack and Auggie and Winnie and Ben 
and Curb and Zelma and Anne and 
Pack and Chuck and Ronnie and Bert 
and Roy and Ernie and Mae and Don 
and Sam and Esther and Pat and Coy 
and Hallie and Kip and John and 
Millie and Ed and Bob and Dee and 
Gerry and Dot and Ted and Phil and 
Liz and Carl and Bea and Henry and 
Paul and Jed and Bruce and Belle 
and Deane and Gus and Viv and Pearl 
and Russ and Jake and Vic and 
Ray and Bus and Kay and Marge and 
—us. I can’t remember'all the names 
of the bunch we’re gonna see, but I 
hope It’ll work out just the same, and 
that some of ’em want to see me.
We haven’t really enjoyed ourselves 
since the good times we had then, so 
we’re goln’ back to Missoula to growl 
with the Grizzlies again.
Gotta get a travelin’ bag and some 
time tables tomorra, so please wire 
me some sheckels.
Your lovin’ dawtter,
DORA.
Notices
Lost: Keys and key holder some­
where near the School of Forestry 
building.
A. J. LEWANDOWSKI.
Taken by mistake—a sheepskin coat 
from the chemistry building between 
8:30 and 9 o’clock this morning. Re­
turn to telephone booth.
LEWIS FETTERLY.
There will be a meeting of all stu­
dents interested in deputation team' 
work Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock 
at 616 Eddy avenue.
A special game of volley ball will 
be played Monday night a t 7:30 o'clock 
in the women’s gymnasium. All fac­
ulty members, ministers and Filipino 
students interested are urged to come.
Law Graduate Has
Office in Helena
Frances Elge, 30, first woman to 
graduate from the School of Law at 
the State University since 1927, has 
opened an office in Helena and en­
tered actively upon the practice of her 
profession.
Miss Elge was graduated in Jung, 
1930 from the School of Law and the 
same month was admitted to practice 
in the Montana supreme court. Early 
this month she was admitted to prac­
tice in the federal court.
During her training at the State 
University she was vice president of 
the A.S.U.M. and also vice president 
of the Law School association. Since 
returning to Helena, Miss Elge has 
been active in State University alumni 
affairs, being vice president of the 
local alumni association and secretary 
of the School of Law alumni associa­
tion.
Marion Smith, Great Falls, and 
Jeanette McGrade, Butte, were guests 
at South hall Wednesday evening for 
dinner.'
Contest Edition 
Of State Editor 
Comes Out Soon
Interscholastic Editorial Publication 
Lists Eligibility Rules for 
.School Papers
The contest issue of the Montana 
High School Editor, publication of the 
Montana Interscholastic Editorial as­
sociation, will be sent out from the 
School of Journalism early next week 
to be distributed to every accredited 
high school in the state.
Special features of this issue include 
articles on credits for high school 
journalism, composition versus news 
style of writing, printing problems of 
high school newspapers and a review 
of an article regarding journalism in 
the English department of the high 
school.
The Montana High School Editor is 
a monthly publication sponsored by 
the Interscholastic Editorial associa­
tion, which is at present composed of 
34 member high schools in the state 
and is under direct supervision of the 
School of Journalism. It was estab­
lished last year.
To become a member of the associa­
tion a high school must be accredited, 
and pay annual dues of $4, which in­
clude the subscription price of the 
High School Editor. A contest is 
sponsored each year by the associa­
tion, which awards a cup to the win­
ner in each of four classes of high 
school papers in the state. All high 
schools in the association having an 
enrollment of over 500 are placed in 
class A; those with an enrollment of 
200 to 499, in class B; those with 199 
or less enrolled are relegated to class 
C, and high schools publishing mimeo­
graphed sheets or inserts in local 
newspapers are placed in class D. 
Only members of the association are 
allowed to enter and each school sub­
mitting an entry is required to send 
four copies each of any six issues of 
its paper. The judges are to be in 
possession of the papers by April 1, 
1932; judgment will be passed during 
Track Meet week in May and the 
awards are to be given out oh Friday 
of that week.
A two-day session of the association 
is held during Thursday and Friday 
of Track Meet week. A program for 
this meeting will be sent out in May 
of this year.
Sullivan Presents
Paper a t Meeting
Mathematics club held a meeting 
Wednesday evening in Craig hall at 
7:30 o’clock. The largest number of 
students to attend this quarter were' 
at the meeting.
Everett Sullivan, East Helena, gave 
a paper on “Quadratrics” and showed 
its application to trisecting an angle 
and “squaring the circle”.
John Clark, Missoula, discussed a 
peculiar geometrical equation by 
means of its surface . and showed a 
model, which wa§ prepared by him­
self and A. S. Merrill, professor in the 
Department of Mathematics.
The First 
National Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST 
NATIONAL BANK IN 
MONTANA
A  Grand Break 
for Your Budget!
NEW STRAWS 
$ 9 ? 5
Straws are “right” anil these 
are the “rightest” Hint. #2.95 
ever bought! AH n ew ... 
styles, trims, colors! Rough! 
Shiny!
Clever new “Softies” . . .  
caps or brim s. . .  to match 
yonr spring sport suit.
$1 to $2.95
M is s o u l a  M e r c a n t iie
COMPANY
Eureka. . .
Editor Is Found Who Doesn’t 
Try to Settle All Economic 
Questions
Forestry Tractor
School Will Open
Found a t last—an editor who is not 
in any hurry to settle the economic 
problems of the world, an editor who, 
upon the receipt of a list of economic 
questions, does not rush to his desk 
and dash off an editorial on the state 
of the “depression.”
The Department of Economics a t the 
State University recently received a 
list of 30 questions on money and 
other current economic problems. The 
list was sent by G. G. Hoole, editor 
of the Dawson County Review of Glen­
dive, who received them from one of 
his readers, J. H. Glasscock of Rim- 
road. Mr. Hoole requested brief 
answers which could be printed as of 
interest to all of hlB readers. Of such 
current importance are the questions 
that it is planned to supply the 
answers to several other newspapers 
throughout the state. Hampton K. 
Snell, assistant professor of economics, 
has undertaken to compose the replies 
and he sent out the first group of 
material last week.
Examples of the questions are: 
What determines the amount of 
money we should have as a nation? 
What is the formula for determining 
the right amount of money in relation 
to our credits or national wealth? 
Does our present supply of gold coin 
or bullion in the United States con­
stitute a sufficient guarantee of our 
deposits? It Is true that newly mined 
gold is worth more in comparison to 
foodstuffs this year than in 1928? 
What makes anything of value? Isn’t 
It as logical to say money is dear as 
to say commodities are cheap? Isn’t 
it true that the real value of anything 
is its ability to prolong life or to sat­
isfy wants? Is it not true that food­
stuffs are the basic standards of 
value? Shall we say our resources, 
the real foundations of value and 
wealth, are unstable? Or is it our al­
mighty dollar that is unstable?
(Continued from Pave One) 
ary 29 will be given over to a  dis­
cussion of farm application of trac­
tors; the afternoon of the same day 
will be spent on construction, care, 
adjustment and lubrication; and 
March T, following and last day of 
the school, will be occupied with a 
practical discussion of logging, road 
building and earth moving, with equip­
ment on hand to illustrate the Instruc­
tion, together with construction and 
servicing of Diesel Catrpillars.
Men who will represent the Cater­
pillar factory at Peoria, 111., are: 
leader, J. F. Goss, chief of Caterpillar 
schools; assistant leader, Bert Dauley; 
logging engineer, William Wegner, and 
district manager, Wade Goodman.
Experts connected with the local 
Caterpillar agency are: construction, 
service and repairs, H. H. Dougherty, 
M. J. Ross, Thomas White and local 
dealers, Roy Robinson and William 
Gallagher.
Other Representatives
Men representing other equipment 
companies a re : E. R; Bacon, president 
of the American Tractor and Equip­
ment company, Oakland, Calif.; Power 
Wicks, Willamette Ersted company. 
Portland, Ore.; John Cox, Athey Truss 
Wheel company, Chicago, 111., and 
Harry Vines, La Plant Chote company, 
Cedar Rapids, la.
The two hundred letters mailed were 
sent to county agents, instructors of 
Smith-Hughes work in western Mon­
tana high schools, contractors, loggers, 
lumber manufacturers and timber 
products producers.
Students who are interested in 
power equipment and machinery are 
invited to attend but due to space 
facilities a general invitation to the 
entire student body cannot be extended 
as lecture rooms and demonstrating 
plots .would be too crowded.
Gladys Schini was in Spokane over 
the week-end visiting a. friend.
Believe It or N o t . .
College Students Do Talk 
Seriously Once In a  W hile; 
Contrary to A ll Beliefs
PUBLISHER ENTERTAINS
STONE AT FORT BENTON
What does the average freshman and 
sophomore student a t the State Uni­
versity consider the most interesting 
books he has read?
One evening this week a group of 
seven 'students that were representa­
tive of the various departments on the 
campus held a  bull session. During 
the evening the conversation turned to 
books. I t was decided to have each 
person select four books he considered 
the most interesting to him and then 
to make a list of the 28 books. When 
this was done a vote was taken and 
the list cut down to 10 books that the 
group considered the best of the entire 
number selected.
The books that were picked were: 
“Ben Hur,” by Lew Wallace; “Wild 
Geese,” by Martha Ostenso; “The 
Bridge of San Louis Rey,” by Thornton 
Wilder, "Giants in the Earth,” by Ole 
Rolvaag; “Les Miserables,” by Victor 
Hugo; "All Quiet on the Western 
Front,” by Eric Remarque; "Babbitt,” 
by Sinclair Ldtois; “So Big,” by Edna 
Ferber; “The Bishop Murder Case,” 
by S. S. Van Dine, and "The Tale of 
Two Cities," by Charles Dlckins.
Patronize Kalinin advertisers.
GOING TO THE SHOW? 
O.K. I’ll see you at
Kelley’s
M IS S O U L A  
L A U N D R Y  CO.
Phone S118
HAT BLOCKING 
DRY CLEANING
Among the things which contributed 
to what Dean A. L. Stone of the School 
of Journalism termed a successful trio 
to Fort Benton last Friday, was a 
luncheon held there in his honor by 
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Overholser.
Besides speaking to the Fort Ben 
ton Commercial club and the local 
high school, Dean Stone also addressed 
a meeting of local newspaper men.
If your car Is hard to 
start or seems sluggish 
these cold mornings— 
you may need a  differ­
ent oil. Come In and 
let us look over your 
car, we can .soon tell.
Shell 400
This Is the kind of gas 
you need — the .kind 
t h a t  gives a  new, 
smooth performance to 
your car, the kind that 
gives you a quick pick­
up and long, steady 
mileage.
McKenzie-Wallace 
Service Co.
LUCKIES are certainly
kind to my throat"
“No harsh irritants for Lupe. I’m a LUCKY fan. There’s 
no question about it—’LUCKIES are certainly kind to 
my throat. And hurrah for that improved Cellophane 
wrapper of yours—it reaUy opens with* «k
out a tug-o’-war—thanks to that tab.”
It’s toasted
Your Throat Protection -  against Irritation- against tough
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE— 
gossip of today becomes the news
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that “ Toasted" Flavor Ever Freeh
60 modem minutes with the world’s finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchett, whom 
of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
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